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The new single, You Are Here, marks a striking 

maturity and confidence from the duo, in both songwriting and production. With a 

soundscape reminiscent of Beth Orton or Kathryn Williams, the folk synth ballad weaves 

stories of cities remembered and imagined in to an anthem that hooks you and refuses to 

let go.  

Lizzie Nunnery describes the writing process: 

‘Early in the infamous spring of 2020 I started sketching a poem about far away cities — 

trying to express some of that longing for a happier past, and also for an alternate future 

that had been so suddenly disrupted. The imagined world outside our small rooms seemed 

suddenly fragile and unobtainable: ‘I’d like to go to Paris, but what if I arrive to find Paris up 

in flames? / I’d like to go to Venice, but what if I arrive to find Venice lost to rain.’ Vidar had 

some lovely pensive piano chords he’d been playing with for a while, and a couple of lines 

he thought might fit a love song:  ‘We broke down by river when we ran out of road / The 

padlocks on the railing were rusting in the snow.’ So, we threw our ideas together and I 

started playing around with melody lines. Gradually, we realised we were mapping the 

geography of a love story. And as we worked, the song transformed in to something 

hopeful and joyous — a celebration of the great scope of a relationship and an 

acknowledgement of the looping, expansive nature of time and space. We are in all the 

places of our past. When we love someone we mark them on the landscape: ‘You are 

here, and you are here, and you are here…’ 

Further info on ‘You Are Here’:  

Written by Lizzie Nunnery and Vidar Norheim 

Vocals  Lizzie Nunnery 

Piano/guitar/synth/drums/vocals Vidar Norheim 

Bass   Geth Griffith 

Synth  Dave Berger 

Produced by Vidar Norheim and Dave Berger     

Links:    

Bandcamp  Promo link  Download the track         Watch the lyric video 

https://nunnerynorheim.bandcamp.com/track/you-are-here
https://promo.theorchard.com/C94UQf3eFxKQ2lguRpid?skin=light
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dww1hjgwpaxidmk/02%20You%20Are%20Here.wav?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0yFP3Xg5uY

